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Carte irrigation au Maroc

Sources : Références des cartes générales du Maroc
Ragala Rachid, Refass Mohammed (eds scientifiques) 2002. Maroc - Atlas de L’Afrique – Editions J.A., 88p

Morroco :  oasis today
tens and tens of khettaras …still working, 
to be compared to others main schemes

where Khettaras were built and 
play a important role

still nowadays
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Khettara de Akrich
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Map of the different zones which
are connected to different

schemes
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Spot image
of Tafilalet plain 
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The  return of rains between 2005 and 2010 on the Saharan foothills of 
the High Atlas resulted in a important rise of the watertables. 

Tafilalet, Bouia Oasis khettaras still alive in 2012
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As we have learned during the survey work, the former users of dry 
khettaras for several years are able to re-engage their organization if the 

water returns in the jabah (the well head). 

Water judge (cheikh el Ma) = Mirab en Iran

Between traditional institution

and new generation
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The water rights which are associated with the land linked to the dry 
khettara for 50 years, are always mentioned in the land records. 
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However, In Jorf area in Tafilalet, the villages like Monkara have a defense
organization for all the galleries in response to the needs of arbitrating 

between khettaras works. 
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In other words, the watertable does not have a common structure to co-
manage resources, which does not exclude dialogue on the extensions of 

khettaras whose progress is decided between khettaras users’ groupsKhettara Lahloua
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In Jorf (like in Tinghir) customary institutions work with the initiatives of 
the associations of protection of the environment

to restore the functioning of the galleries
under difficult and dangerous community work conditions. 

Tinghir 2012

The older khettaras, a challenge for common property 
management
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Modernisation récente de la khettara agdima
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Comparing Tafilalet with others oasis

The very complex set of Khettaras of Skoura   (near Ouarzazate)
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A chain of underground catchment, transfer, use, loss and 
drain, new cathment…
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Amzourou

Imadri

O. Amira

O. 
Yaacoub

O.  
Maaguel

O. 
El Ouesat

Social Land and Water repartition
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Skoura

The water sharing 
spirit in a complex
scheme of khettaras, 
still active in 2022
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Conclusion
Evolution of khettaras
in Tafilalet and others
sites

Tafilalet

Tinghir

Skoura

Tiout

Marrakech
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Conclusion
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We must support this process because this means an human heritage, a 
restoration of a specific environment and an original form of mutual 

development in the Maghreb.
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